
JOB ADVERTISMENT

RAACH SOLAR is a premium supplier for open area photovoltaic power plants, building integrated
photovoltaics (BIPV), carports, battery storage systems, AC mini grids, solar pumping systems, solar
streetlights,  charging  stations  and  charging  concepts  for  electric  vehicles  as  well  as  consulting
services for renewable energy projects.

The  CDM  allows  emission-reduction  projects  in  developing  countries  to  earn  certified  emission
reduction (CER) credits, each equivalent to one tonne of CO2. These CERs can be traded and sold,
and used by industrialized countries to a meet a part of their emission reduction targets under the
Kyoto Protocol. The mechanism stimulates sustainable development and emission reductions, while
giving industrialized countries some flexibility  in how they meet  their  emission reduction limitation
targets. 

RAACH SOLAR, Sandgrubenweg 1, 88453 Erolzheim, Deutschland

As of 01.10.2021, we are looking for a temporary position for 6 months until 31.03.2022 for a master 
thesis 

Implementation of two PV-Hybrid Systems under Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM)  in Sudan

Your responsibilities:

 To intensively study the official Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) system in 
order to understand the regulatory system in its full complexity.

 To summarize and describe the whole CDM process in terms of all necessary steps 
including the bureaucracy work.

 To realize the project start of two PV-Hybrid Systems within an already established 
contract with a Sudanese company including the paperwork as a demonstration 
project

 To deploy the work within internal workshops, to highlight critical milestones, to 
identify key- and weak points and to summarize the overall financial and CO2 
calculation on the base of the demonstration project  through the whole CDM-
process

Your profile:

 Any kind of studies in economics, renewable energies or international affairs at 
university or university of applied science level

 Able to work under pressure, flexible, team player, quick perception, initiative, 
creativity 

 Good computer skills in office tools

 Minimum language level: German B1, English C1

If you are interested in this interesting master thesis please apply by email to 
Michael Müller, RaachSolar (Michael.Mueller@RaachSolar.com)


